
From: paullaura   
Sent: 09 November 2015 01:34 
To: Brechfa Connection 
Subject: Submission on the Brechfa Connection 
 
From Mr. an Mrs. J.P Hewer    EN020016.................................... registration 
identification number is 
10031893                                                                                                        
     
 
To the Examining Inspector  

Dear Sir,     

This is our submission on the Brechfa Connection,this is the effect this will 
have on us an other residents in the area, which is why after your 
consideration  your recommendation to the minister at the DECC should be to 
refuse this application, the areas that we object on an are of grave concern 
to  us  an our basic human rights, are health visual impact an property 
values.                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                       
                                                                    

Health issues are of great concern to us while the Brechfa Forest  West wind 
farm may have been passed no real account has been taken into account of 
the health effect this project as a whole will have on local residents, its not just 
or fair to say the grid connection an the wind farm are not connected an we 
ask you to consider that the direct consequence of this grid connection being 
passed an going ahead  will lead to the damage to the health  residents living 
near this wind 
farm.                                                                                                                              

The issue of health is  about noise from the wind farm when its in operation an 
at night this will result in people living near these wind turbines being unable 
to sleep many factors influence noise from wind turbines the location an 
contours of the land the speed of the wind an direction an weather conditions 
at the time, measurement of wind noise is done by the institute of Acoustics  is 
based on a system ETSU set up over 20 years ago when wind farms were far 
more smaller in height an size an number of turbines, an today we find them 
massive in size an number , under this discredited system Brechfa Forest wind 
farm was passed 
.                                                                                                                                      
                        

Noise from wind farms is measured by the institute of Acoustics  the members 
of this the institute of Acoustics  set the standards for noise measurement 
under a system called ETSU however none of them have a professional 
medical background on the health issues involved these members that set the 
standards for noise measurements are also leading members of companies 
that advise wind farm companies when they apply for consent to construct a 



wind farm this is a great conflict of interest an shows they lack independence 
having 
vested  interests.                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                

Indeed acousticians who advise the government on noise an what level of 
noise is acceptable with regards to health of residents living near wind farms 
also form two of the biggest companies employed by wind farm developers to 
ensure there wind farm development applications are passed these two 
companies always have there applications passed by the planning 
inspectorate an are used in the vast majority of large scale wind farm 
applications. the two companies are Hoare Lea Acoustics  an Hayes McKenzie 
Partnership, there could not be a greater conflict of 
interest.                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                       
     

Acousticians acting for wind farm developers routinely exceed there area of 
expertise in noise assessments  an often make claims an judgments on the 
health impact of nose on residents that would be living near a wind farm.  The 
acousticians role  is not to make these judgments on the health issues with 
regards to wind farm developments these can only be done by professional 
medical  persons in this field of medicine. The person who decides on what is 
acceptable as regards noise  on the effects of residents living near a wind farm 
is the minister of state at the DECC an that was the words of Mr. Edward Davey 
who passed the wind farm application for Brechfa forest west against the 
wishes of people living in the area who he ignored an refused to me before he 
took the decision on this wind farm development , he did however take the 
advise of both the    institute of Acoustics  who in turn carried out a review of 
ETSU after lobbying  the institute of Acoustics  on this matter the wind farms 
trade lobby group  was invited on to the review panel, at no point did members 
of the review panel visit the homes of people suffering the effects of wind farm 
noise  that is damaging there health , I myself asked the chief executive of the 
institute of Acoustics  to arrange visits to people already effected my wind 
farm noise in our area that will be next right up to Brechfa forest west  the 
inspector a Mr. Masey refused to take the issue of the noise level on health 
into account from both wind farms side by side into account, local people in 
the area have already made complaints to the council on this 
matter.                                                                                                                           
                                

THERE IS NO REAL INDEPENDANT PROFESSIONAL  MEDICAL SURVEY 
DONE INTO THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF WIND FARMS  THIS REQUEST WAS 
REFUSED BY THE WELSH 
GOVERNMENT                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                       
                                                                 



Further more you as the Examining Inspector  must be aware by now of the 
corrupt lobbying by MPs one of whom was on the committee for energy, down 
to local councilors that have secret contracts with the developers an do not 
declare there financial interests with the developer RWE at council meetings 
when this wind farm is discussed . my an my family's concern is the same as 
other residents in the area that have not had an real meaningful  consultation , 
consultation should mean that an not a box ticking exercise. once this grid 
connection go ahead an is connected to the wind farm at brechfa forest then 
people health in the area will suffer in so many ways short term it will be 
sensory deprivation  an all the problems that come from sleep deprivation  an 
the after effects this results in, we have been ignored by both the British 
government an the welsh government to who have told me nothing is allowed 
to interfere with TAN8 we are to be the guinea pigs  for the wind farm industry, 
as you well know loose of sleep is torture, the longer term effects are damage 
to the organs of the body an a very limited an miserable life           

HUMAN RIGHTS 
DENIED                                                                                                                         
                                                             

What now follows is a list of health reports mainly by health professionals not 
hacks in the pay of wind farm lobby groups who's only concern is for there 
financial gain such as Renewable UK  Concerns about the health effects of 
wind farms are worldwide but starting were we live an now.............................I 
would like to highlight the Noise nuisance from the Alltwalis wind farm that is 
causing severe nuisance and health effects for us and many homes and 
families surrounding it. We are extremely unhappy to date that no suitable 
investigations have taken place by the Council, and no action has been taken 
despite ongoing nuisance problems since construction , the Alltwalis wind 
farm is sited right next to the planned wind farm by RWE   at brechfa forest 
west                                                                                                                         

 

Germany....................may2015          GERMAN DOCTORS PUSH TO HALT 
BUILDING OF WIND TURBINES  

'The “parliament” of Germany’s medical profession has called on its 
leaders to support a halt to further wind farm developments near 
housing until more research has been undertaken into the possible 
health impacts of low-frequency noise from wind turbines. 
The issue was debated at the German Medical Assembly in Frankfurt 
on Friday and transferred to the executive board of the German 
Medical Association. 
Association policy adviser Adrian Alexander Jakel confirmed a 
motion calling for research had been forwarded to the board “for 
further action”. 



Germany is considered a world leader in adopting renewable energy 
and the minutes of the Medical Assembly meeting said that, with the 
phase-out of nuclear power, more wind energy would be used in 
future. But it said the entire life cycle of renewable technologies, from 
the initial raw material supply to disposal and the planning and risk 
considerations, should be considered in advance. 
 

The Medical Assembly motion said this required “scientifically sound 
findings of potential health effects, and a deliberate balance between 
benefit and validity to be able to make conscious weightings between 
the benefits and of the disadvantages and risks”. 
“In particular regarding emissions in the low frequency and infra-
sound range there are no reliable independent studies that investigate 
field measurement methodology suitable for this sound field below 
the threshold of hearing,” they said. 
The assembly called for the federal government to close the gaps in 
knowledge about the health effects of infrasound and low-frequency 
sound from wind turbines through scientific research. 
 

It said research should clarify open questions concerning meas-
urement methods and, where appropriate, adjust regulations to “allow 
the expansion and the operation of wind turbines wisely, carefully, 
with integrated expertise, sustainability and overall societal 
responsibility”. 
It said the health effects of infrasound (below 20 Hz) and low-
frequency sound (below 100 Hz) in relation to emissions from wind 
turbines were “still open questions’’, as were “the effects of noise 
below the hearing threshold or lower frequencies with increasing 
exposure duration”. The assembly said the erection of more turbines 
close to settlements should be stopped until there was reliable data to 
exclude a safety hazard.'   
 

There are many further concerns worldwide but while I have the 
details I will only show the main issues due to space an the time 
reading this email     A recent report in 2015 from the state of Victoria 
in Australia were a proper scientific study was done on the effects of 
large wind farms  was damming an Australian acousticians  have 
called for a full study into the health issues  caused by wind farms in 
which the    Australian  government is fully committed to this 
review  before any further developments  take place , four 
independent acoustics consulting  companies have called for further 
government action on this health 



issue.                                                                                                              
                                                
 

Irelands chief medical officer Dr C  Bonner said people are at risk an 
symptoms are the same worldwide  headaches , irritability,difficultly 
concentrating ,fatigue annxiety,sleep loss an disturbance,the damage 
to health is both physical an 
psychological.                                                                                               
                                                                                                                 
Denmark's leading academic acoustician Dr Moller on noise research 
has called the current noise measurements  in Denmark  junk science 
as he says there is far to much influence by wind farm companies.   
 
In Ontario Canada the chief medical officer Dr Hazel Lynn as found 
the same damage to health caused by wind farms the link between 
wind farms an ill health  an sleep loss  all these studies  mention 
physical damage such as blood pressure  damage  an damage to 
hearing  she further said  wind farms denying this was like the 
tobacco companies denying the link with cigarettes an cancer.         
 

Here in the UK  many doctors an many medical professional 
associations such as the Royal  Society have also stated there 
concerns on wind farms.  With regards to other  
issues   there are concerns that  ETSU an wind farms  in general  do 
not  conform to the world health guidelines  an are in breach of these 
guidelines, the UNs committee on torture  says torture  by 
ignoring  prolonged sleep deprivation is a form of torture an public 
officials are at risk of criminal charges we ask you to bare this in mind 
that a response to local people by the development manger of RWE 
when asked about sleep deprivation  due to wind turbine noise  was 
to tell the older resident that already lives near a wind farm  was your 
have to get use to noise  other residents in my area were told to take 
sleeping tablets , you ay now understand the anger here an also being 
ignored by the welsh 
government .                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                       
                                                                 
 

THERE HAS BEEN NO IMPUT FROM HEALTH PROFESSIONLS INTO 
THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF WIND FARMS ON US , THE ONLY 
RESPONSE WAS FROM THE INSITUTE OF ASCUSTICS WHO HAVE 
NO MEDICAL QUALIFICATINS AN ONLY RESONSE SEEMS TO BE ON 



WIND FARM NOISE FIVE NIGHTS UNINTERRUPTED SLEEP OUT OF 7 
NIGHTS  IS GOOD FOR PEOPLE LIVING NEAR WIND 
FARMS.    Measurements carried out by the   INSITUTE OF 
ASCUSTICS under ETSU AN TAN8  are hopelessly out of date by 20 
yrs the size an number of wind turbines are so large an 
industrial   development  as planned by EWE  will destroy peoples 
lives an property values of those  that live near these wind massive 
farms.                                                                                                             
                   
 

As regards the so called planning process this took no regard to the 
noise from a medical view point.  An the so called community benefits 
register is an insult its using money to bribe the rest of Wales while 
those effected living near wind farms suffer a slow death fro the 
health effects of this wind farm its a crime to torture people by not 
allowing them to sleep at night due to noise. 
 

There are many mores studies into the health issues an wind farms 
such as the wind turbines effects on human health by Washington 
university and  the studies on the potential  danger of shadow flicker 
on residents living near wind turbines, A recent report by the Royal 
Society has warned of damage to hearing the study was carried out 
by scientists  at the University of Munich exposing the danger of  low 
frequency noise  emitted  by wind turbines lack of space dos not 
allow me to go into the full details.  An lastly the covering for wind 
turbine blades has been found to be of a chemical that causes 
cancer    BisphenolA  an in addition, readings of the chemical 
trihalomethane (THM), linked to various cancers, still births and 
miscarriages, were way beyond safe limits these have been found I 
am far more concerned about the presence of THMs in the public 
supply. I hope you can now see our worries an concerns if this grid 
connection an the  wind farm at brechfa west by RWE is built.  
 

Can YOU hear wind farms? Researchers prove 
human hearing is better than thought and 'turbine 
phenomenon' is real  

1. German study found humans hear sounds from around 8 hertz  
2. This is a whole octave lower than had previously been assumed  
3. Wind farms produce something known as infrasound at 16HZ  



Wind energy sector has previously claimed noise was 
inaudible                                                                               
                                                              
Wind farms are not only a blight on the landscape, the noise of these 
giant structures can make you ill. 
This is the controversial claim of some turbine opponents who 
infrasound from the rotor blades and wind flow is damaging our 
health. 
To settle the debate, scientists have taken a closer look at the frequency range 
of human hearing – and revealed that humans can hear lower sounds than 
have been previously 
assumed.                                                                                                                      
           

1. The project, which is part of the European Metrology Research 
Programme (EMRP), was coordinated by the German National Metrology 
Institute (PTB). 

2. Infrasound describes very low sounds, below what is thought to be the 

limit of hearing, which is around 16 hertz.  
It's not just generated by the 'turbine phenomenon' of wind farms, but 
sometimes when a truck thunders past a house, or when a home owner 

installs a power generator in their basement. 
 

The wind energy sector has previously claimed that infrasound 
generated by wind farms are inaudible and much too weak to be the 

source of health problems. 
'Neither scaremongering nor refuting everything is of any help in this 

situation,' said PTB researcher Christian Koch. 
'Instead, we must try to find out more about how sounds in the limit range of 

hearing are perceived.' 
To do this, the team generated an infrasonic source which is able to create 
sounds that are completely free from 
harmonics                                                                       
Volunteers were asked about their hearing experience, and these statements 

were then compared by to their brain scans. 







 
From: paullaura   
Sent: 09 November 2015 11:05 
To: Brechfa Connection 
Subject: Submission on the Brechfa Connection 
 
From Mr. an Mrs. J.P Hewer    EN020016.................................... registration 
identification number is 
10031893                                                                                                        
      
 
To the Examining Inspector              
 
Dear Sir ,     
 
Just a final add on before submissions close my main submission was sent a 
t1.33 am an 1.49 am, this to again to advise you with regards my speaking at 
the open floor hearing the three issues I would speak about are  basic human 
rights, are health visual impact an the loss of property.  
values                 
 
The concerns are all related the fall in property value is an will be more so 
when the visual impact of the pylons for the grid is put up this will change the 
area for a lifetime an what happens after 25 yrs when the wind farm is of no 
longer in use do these pylons remain to scar our landscape, these with the 
health effects done to the area will make many homes in the area very much 
reduced in value an some may even be unsalable an worthless, again the 
welsh an British government refuses to even talk to us on this matter for the 
last 3 yrs we have been ignored by both governments,on these issues we have 
either been ignored or in the case of the welsh government told its not there 
concern , while those at the DECC if they reply either say they do not have the 
time to see us or that it would not be 
appropriate.                                                                                                                  
                                                                                    
 
It cannot be fair that some areas of the route of this grid connection are 
underground an will have less of an impact in the area while  a far more larger 
area will suffer these pylons above ground  that is not just  an shows us how 
ruthless this German company RWE is everyone I know in the area would 
prefer an underground connection the full length of the grid connection an to 
be frank the vast majority of people in the area do not want the grid connection 
nor the wind farm at all, this is being forced thru with undue haste an in the 
end its all about this foreign company making money an in the process 
corrupting a number of people to get there own 
way                                                                                                                                
   
 
The damage to the landscape were we live is not only done by the pylons 
carrying the grid connection but also by the number of trees that will be taken 
down these trees act as a wind break to many of the houses on higher ground 
in the area are are a home for wild life both animal an 
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